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1. INTRODUCTION
Deploying a distributed application over a large scale network remains a difficult task
due to the inherent heterogeneity of the targeted system. Indeed, in general, ensuring
that a target host is able to run a given component is not straight forward for many
reasons.

Heterogeneity is in fact at all the levels:

. Host hardware The target machines go from a regular desktops to smartphones, in
particular with pervasive applications involving individual handhelds and remote
services accessible through the network.
. Operating systems Several operating systems or even runtimes for the smaller
devices have to be considered.
. Libraries Specific libraries, present on each host (middleware, runtime, ...) are
built to best fit the underlying software and hardware infrastructure, thus they are
by nature specific to the machine.
. Execution code the versions may differ on the different machines and even if the
code source is compatible, it is not the case for the execution code or even byte-code.

This paper illustrates how we use dynamic compilation during the deployment of
application based on the Chaski middleware to get rid of the heterogeneity of the dis-
tributed machines which host the different components.

Since Chaski considers a non standard component model we briefly present its archi-
tecture in section 1. Section 2 describes how we implemented the dynamic compilation
facilities. The advantages of this method is discussed in section 3. Section 4 concludes
the paper.

2. CHASKI AT A GLANCE.
This section outlines the minimal information of Chaski object required to illustrate
how our mechanism works. For more details about the middleware itself, the reader
may refer to [Pacull et al. 2011; Pacull and Ducreux 2010] which presents Chaski in
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context and previous middlewares from which some concepts are borrowed[Andreoli
et al. 1998; Arregui et al. 2000; Arregui et al. 2003]

In Chaski, a component (called Chaski object in the remaining part of the paper) is
a piece of software that is written in python and that potentially makes use of specific
C library written in order to accelerate some processing.

The Chaski middleware provides a uniform abstraction layer that eases the integra-
tion and coordination of the different components (software and hardware) that com-
pose a distributed application. It is based on a resource-oriented approach combined
with a rule based system allowing transactional manipulations of these resources. This
results in a unified view of the system, whatever its size and its geographical distribu-
tion.

2.1. Paradigms
Chaski, is the combination of three paradigms, namely associative memory, distributed
transaction and production rules.

Associated memory. It may be seen as a distributed set of bags containing resources
represented as tuples. These bags, following Linda approach[Carriero and Gelernter
1989] can be accessed through the 3 following operations:

. rd() which takes as parameter a partially instantiated tuple and returns a fully
instantiated tuple from the bag for which the fields correspond to the pattern of the
input tuple.
. put() which takes as parameter a fully instantiated tuple and insert it is the bag.
. get() which takes as parameter a fully instantiated tuple and remove it if it is
present in the bag.

Production rules. [Cooper and Wogrin 1988] They allow to express the way these
resources are manipulated through the classical pre-condition, performance phase. The
precondition phase relies on the rd() operation to find and detect the presence, in the
remote bags, of the resources required to solve the expressed conditions. Once done
this triggers the performance phase of the rule. It combines the 3 operations rd(), get()
and put() to respectively verify that some resources found in the precondition phase
are still present, consume some resources and insert new one.

Distributed transaction. [Bernstein et al. 1987] It is used to ensure that the perfor-
mance phase is unrolled as a succession of transactions. This transactional mechanism
ensures several properties that go beyond traditional production rules.

In particular, it ensures that the conditions responsible for firing the rule (precon-
dition) are still valid at the time of the performance phase. This is made using rd()
operations on the pertinent resources.

It manages too the access of critical resources through the consumption of this re-
sources in an atomic manner. This prevents two transactions competing for the same
resources to be fired. Only one is effectively performed. The two transactions may be-
long to the performance part of the same rule or two different rules.

It checks that the different involved bags are effectively all accessible as a whole.
This is important in particular for the bags which were not involved in the precondition
phase.

All this ensures that the state of the system may only go from one stable state to
another stable state or remains in the same state.

2.2. Chaski object
A Chaski object is an entity that groups several bags and provides, for interface reason
(graphical or API for integration in another framework), methods that can be invoked
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through urls and that return arbitrary text: html[HTML5 ], svg[Mong and Brailsford
2003], javascript/ajax[Brown 2006] for the UI part or xml, json for the API part[Brown
2006; Papazoglou and Heuvel 2007]. This mechanism covers all the possibilities useful
to plug to Chaski object from the exterior.

An important point is that these methods written in python are stateless since all
the object state is stored in the resources contained in its bags. This results in an easy
interoperability with existing frameworks.

2.3. Chaski facades
As shown in figure 1, Chaski object exposes 5 facades and all these facades are URL
based. The entry point in any running Chaski object is an HTTP dispatcher able to
redirect these five ways to interact with the object to their respective dedicated han-
dler.

Fig. 1. Architecture of a Chaski object.

Practically, a Chaski object is embedded in a container that can be accessed on a
given host and at a given port. If the container is running on machine h1 and port
8888, then it is accessible through the URL: http://h1:8888. A container can host
several objects. Then, if the given container runs two objects O1 and O2, they may
be accessed through their dedicated respective base URLs: http://h1:8888/O1 and
http://h1:8888/O2.

Simple web server. This facade, the simplest, is a web server attached to each Chaski
object. This web server defines its root on the directory in which the object is started.
This allows to manage files such as pictures, html pages[HTML5 ], javascript[Garrett
2005], files, ...
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Chaski bags accessors. This facade is related to the operations for accessing the tu-
ples in the bags. These are the rd(), get() and put() operations previously introduced.
These operations are used for unrolling the coordination rules.

Url based methods for User Interface. This facade is associated to the URLs based
methods. This methods of the Chaski object are executed within the context of this
object. It is possible to access the bags hosted by the object with the rd(), get() and put()
operations. This way, it becomes quite easy to build upon these methods to generate
the different HTML pages constituting the graphical user interface of an application.
This, combined with the previously listed simple web servers, allows to provide a very
rich user interface to a Chaski application, mixing HTML5[HTML5 ], svg[Mong and
Brailsford 2003], Ajax[Garrett 2005] and other modern technologies normalized by
the W3C. In order to access the Home interface method of the given object from a web
browser, we may use the url http://h1:8888/O1/UI?METHODNAME=Home, where Home is
defined as a simple method written with a classical programming language such as
python, for instance. The method accepts parameters (e.g. ?p1=1&p2=alfred) and has
for unique constraint to return something understandable by the web browser.

Url based methods for web services. This facade exposed by Chaski objects offers a
web oriented service interface. It is then possible to invoke a Chaski object, access to
the internal object context, modify the bag’s contents using the internal rd(), get() and
put() operations, generate an XML encoded result and return it to the caller. Thus,
include any Chaski object in a service oriented architecture[Papazoglou and Heuvel
2007] is just straight forward.

Monitoring facilities. This facade exposed by a Chaski object is the monitoring
interface. It allows to access the internal representation of the Chaski application
objects and to interact directly with the bags and their content. The monitor op-
erations and related arguments are encoded according to a url format such as:
http://h1:8888/O1/MONITOR?...

3. DEPLOYMENT THROUGH DYNAMIC COMPILATION
The deployment of Chaski objects to a remote location uses a original mechanism since
instead of delivering remotely some execution code we deliver the list of individual
parts and the building instructions. The component is then built directly on the desti-
nation site according to the model of pieces and the available building process.

The list of individual parts, fully describes the bags that needs to be provided and
the list of url methods to implement.

3.1. Chaski run-time
The run-time is present on all the machines that need to run Chaski objects. It is
constituted of two elements: a list of libraries that are the basic bricks for building a
Chaski object and a builder, a running small process that is able to generate on the fly
the source code of a Chaski object and to make it active.

As illustrated in the figure 2 the application is deployed from a computer (here in
the local area network (LAN E) to the different hosts involved in the applications. It
could be servers, desktops, laptops, tablets or smartphone. The description of object
to built is sent to the builder. There are different manners to start the builder on the
remote machines, it can be a demon started automatically when the host starts (for
instance on the servers), or started on demand through ssh at deployment time or
on more personal handhelds it can be launch by the user itself. Some objects may be
deployed dynamically, when the application is running, and practically any object may
deploy others objects.
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Fig. 2. Deployment of a Chaski application.

The builder is just about a few lines of python and may be considered as an empty
nuts that will embed the object to built into itself. In the following section we assume
that the builder is running on any concerned machines.

3.2. Dynamic compilation
At start, the builder is generic and its role is exactly the same on any hw/sw archi-
tecture from the smartphone to the desktop. However, during the deployment process,
the building and the instantiation of the different objects, it will be dynamically mod-
ified. Building an object is partially done from the libraries and partially from code
dynamically generated by the builder and executed within the builder.

The libraries are tailored to be efficient on the target machine, which means that
the different bricks such as the bags have a different implementations and may rely
on different mechanisms. For instance the model of thread may be different or even
could be not existing on some embedded system. Memory, number of cores, system
libraries, python version and its limitations, part of code written in C are parameters
that are also taken into account.

The generated code is dependent on the one hand the type of object (bags and meth-
ods description) and on the other hand on the software and hardware capabilities of
the target machine. The former is basically injected by the application and comes from
the source of the deployment while the later is imposed by the target. This implies that
the code generated should merge the both constraints. In addition to that, as we have
seen in the previous section, the remote site injects some dedicated generic facilities
common to all the Chaski objects. Here too, according to configuration reason, some
facilities have not to be deployed. For instance, the monitoring could be omitted for
security reason once the application is launched in production mode.

3.3. Generated code
According to the description, the code for the facades web-based UI, bags accessors,
web-services, monitor and web-server is generated. In addition the code for the bags
is generated, basically it consists in glue between the different bag classes available
in the libraries plus some specialization code. Indeed, defining a type of bag is defin-
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ing how behave the rd(), get() and the put() operation when they are invoked in a
sequential manner with no concurrent access. For instance, it is possible to associate
aspects[Kiczales 1996] to this code in order to specialize it by adding specific code just
before or just after the regular code of the .rd(), get() and the put() operations. We do
not enter the details in this paper by lack of space but the reader can imagine the
interest to refine at the last moment the behavior of a bag[Pacull and Ducreux 2010].
The builder, then generates the code dedicated to the management of the concurrency
when the previously described operation are invoked from several sources.

The code to inject the Urls based methods is also generated. In particular the code to
decode the Url in order to extract the parameters, to execute the appropriate method
in a controlled context to avoid to crash the object and finally to generate the response
message in the appropriate format.

The builder is also responsible for generating the code allowing to inject in the object
primitives that allow from the bags to access the context of the object and reciprocally
the object to access the context of the bags.

All this result in a python string that is used for two purposes. The first is obviously
to compile this string (source code) into byte code and to execute it in its restricted
context. From this point the object can be access from the outside through the network.

The second purpose is to generate a python file constituted of the code plus a very
short preamble that allows to execute the object in standalone directly from a com-
mand line. This is used for debugging purpose since this is the only way to have a full
view of the generated code. It is worth to notice that this file may be accessed remotely
directly from the monitoring facilities and delivered to the programmer/debugger.

4. DISCUSSION
This mechanism of dynamic compilation can be used for deployment of statically de-
fined applications as described in the previous section.

However, it can also be used for application accepting dynamically devices on which
it is required to launch on demand a Chaski component. For instance, an application
requiring the cooperation of several users to trigger a coordinate action.

Finally, it can be used for component migration when the application is running.
Indeed, as described in[Arregui et al. 2001] with a middleware ancestor of Chaski, it is
possible for migrating a Chaski object to reify it as its initial description and its sets of
stored resources. Indeed, when an object in not involved in any coordination rule, its
state is only the resources belonging to it. Once done, the reified representation of the
object may be sent to another hosts and rebuild locally and initialized with the set of
resources. This implements the migration since the newly instantiated object is ready
to be used as a replacement of the initial object in a transparent manner.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented in this paper how we use dynamic compilation to solve in an ef-
ficient manner the difficult problem of deploying an application onto a distributed
system where the characteristic of the target hardware/software hosting the different
components are not known in advance.

This mechanism is part of the Chaski middleware that is used currently in our lab-
oratory to build applications in the sensor network domain.
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